Composition and growth of thin anodic oxides formed on InP (100)
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Abstract

Thin anodic oxides (< 100 Å) were formed on p-InP (100) in phosphate solution (0.3 M NH₄H₂PO₄) and in sodium tungstate solution (0.1 M Na₂WO₄·2H₂O) at different temperatures (25 and 80 °C) and potentials (1–8 V). Thickness and composition were determined by different surface-analytical techniques including Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. In general, it has been observed that double-layered films are obtained with an outer In-rich layer. The thickness of the outer layer, oxide morphology and roughness as well as the composition of the duplex structure are strongly dependent on the temperature and the composition of the electrolyte. It has been found that oxides formed in phosphate exhibit a higher stability against dissolution compared with oxides formed in tungstate. The latter contain a large amount of In₂O₃, which leads to poor electrical properties.
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1. Introduction

Due to their direct band gap III–V, semiconductor compounds such as GaAs and InP have been the subject of a large number of investigations to fabricate a variety of devices used for optical communication and high-speed electronic systems. In order to develop these technologies, oxidation of III–V compounds, in particular GaAs, has been extensively studied [1–3] with emphasis on surface-analytical techniques [4–6]. Investigations have also focused on InP, an attractive candidate for a wide range of applications. Various devices using InP have been fabricated including metal–insulator–semiconductor field effect transistors (MIS-FETs), photo-electrochemical solar cells [7], light emitting diodes [8] and components for optical fiber communications [9]. But in contrast to Si, the thermal oxide formed on InP is of low quality and tends to be too conductive for use as a gate insulator.

In comparison with thermal oxidation, anodic oxidation results in a significant improvement in electrical properties. Anodic layers can be grown on InP using both aqueous (0.1 N KOH) [10] and non-aqueous (0.1 N sodium salicylate in ethanol) electrolytes [11]. Results reported have shown improved oxides in terms of resistivity, but in all cases high leakage currents have been observed limiting the field of application. Investigations dealing with anodic oxides formed in electrolytes such as AGW (a mixed solution of glycol and water) and sodium tungstate (0.1 M Na₂WO₄·2H₂O) have also been reported [12–17].

In the present work, the composition and growth of anodic oxide films are studied in sodium tungstate and phosphate solutions at different temperatures. The influence of the potential and temperature on the chemical composition and thickness of the oxides was studied by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) complemented by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The oxide morphology has been assessed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy.
2. Experimental

Experiments were carried out on p-InP (100) doped with $\sim 3.5 \times 10^{18}$ Zn atoms/cm$^3$. The samples were cleaved, degreased by sonication in C$_2$H$_5$OH, isopropanol and MeOH, rinsed with de-ionized water and dried in an Ar stream. Subsequently the samples were immersed in 1% HF for 1 min to remove the air formed film.

Contact to the InP was established by scratching InGa eutectic on the backside of the sample. The electrochemical set-up consisted of a conventional three-electrode configuration with a Pt gauze as a counter electrode and a Haber–Luggin capillary with a Ag/AgCl electrode as a reference electrode. Electrochemical experiments were carried out using an EG&G 173 potentiostat. Anodic polarization curves with a step size of 10 mVs$^{-1}$ were acquired in 0.1 M Na$_2$WO$_4$ and two electrolyte (pH 4.4) at different temperatures (25 and 80 °C). The solutions were prepared from analytical grade chemicals and de-ionized water. Potential step experiments were carried out at three different anodic potentials (1, 4 and 8 V/(Ag/AgCl)) for 5 min in phosphate and tungstate solutions.

Chemical characterization of oxides was carried out by AES using a PHI 650 system. XPS analysis was performed in a PHI 5500 system equipped with an Al K$_\alpha$ monochromatic source and an analyzer pass energy of 11.75 eV for high resolution spectra to obtain chemical state information. For XPS, the samples were Ar$^+$ sputtered for 5 min (at a rate $\sim 1–2$ Å/min) to eliminate adventitious carbon contamination. Also, the take-off angle (of the sample with respect to the analyzer) was set at 70° to enhance the signal from components closer to the substrate interface. The reference used was the O 1s binding energy, BE = 531.85 eV for the sputtered samples, with respect to the C 1s BE = 285.0 eV before sputtering. TEM measurements were performed with a Philips EM 430T operating at 250 keV; cross sectional samples were made by ion milling. SEM examination was carried out using a Hitachi S-4700 FESEM, and AFM with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III.

Electrical measurements were performed on MIS structures. After deposition of Al dots (area of 6 × 10$^{-4}$ cm$^2$), the samples were annealed in forming gas (4% H$_2$ in N$_2$) at 350 °C for 20 min. Back contacts were made with eutectic InGa and the current–voltage characteristics were obtained with a probe station and a Hewlett–Packard Model 4140B picoimeter/DC voltage source.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electrochemical measurements

Fig. 1 shows anodic polarization curves from $-0.5$ to 5 V (Ag/AgCl) for p-InP in sodium phosphate and tungstate solutions at 25 and 80 °C. For all samples, there are two distinct regions: at low anodic potential, log $i$ is approximately proportional to $V$ and corresponds to an active dissolution range. At distinct potentials a maximum occurs (an active–passive transition) with nucleation and growth of oxides and at potentials higher than approximately 1 V the current density reaches a constant value. This steady state, characterized by a current density independent of the voltage, can be attributed to the balance between growth and dissolution of the oxide film. The composition of the electrolyte has an influence on the electrochemical behavior. In phosphate at 25 °C (Fig. 1a) the active–passive transition occurs at a lower current density than in tungstate (Fig. 1c) suggesting a facilitated growth of the oxide in the phosphate buffer, and the steady state current density is lower suggesting a higher quality passive film. Temperature also plays a crucial role: oxidation kinetics are clearly enhanced by increased temperature as illustrated by a higher current density at low anodic potential (Fig. 1d) compared with data at 25 °C (Fig. 1c).

3.2. AES profiles

AES depth profiles reveal that the anodic films grown in both solutions at different temperatures are duplex in nature. As has been previously reported [18–20], the formation of a two-layered film is often observed, consisting of an outer layer rich in In and an inner...
layer containing both In and P as shown by the profiles in Fig. 2. The existence of the two-layered film could be explained by the fact that \( P^{5+} - O \) bonds (424 kJ/mol) are stronger than \( In^{3+} - O \) bonds (181 kJ/mol) and hence \( In^{3+} \) cations have a greater mobility through the film during anodizing. Therefore, an In-rich layer is grown at the surface while \( P^{5+} \) cations are mainly present in the inner layer. Regarding the AES depth profile obtained in tungstate at 25 °C (Fig. 2c), the outer layer contains only In and O, and P is confined strictly to the inner oxide film. A similar AES depth profile is obtained for the sample anodized at higher temperature (Fig. 2d), although the interfaces (outer layer–inner layer and inner layer–substrate) are somewhat broadened. The increased thickness of the In-rich layer supports the literature data of a higher mobility of indium species compared with phosphorus species. For oxides formed in phosphate at 25 (Fig. 2a) and 80 °C (Fig. 2b) the AES depth profiles indicate that the films are more homogeneous in terms of composition. While the film appears to be two-layered, the outer layer contains significant phosphorus species. It can be noted that the thickness of the outer layer is not affected by the high temperature treatment although the substrate–oxide interface is broadened. The concentration of phosphorus is higher in the outer region with the phosphate electrolyte, possibly due to the incorporation of species provided by the electrolyte and/or to a weaker etching of phosphorus-containing species. In the AES profiles, the sensitivity factors of In and P in the substrate have been adjusted such that the both concentrations approach 50 at.%. The Auger peak shape for phosphorus in the oxide is significantly different from that in the bulk, requiring different sensitivity factors for phosphorus in the oxide. Thus the elemental concentrations for the oxide are only approximate. Similar AES profiles (not shown) are obtained for samples anodized at less positive potentials under the same conditions and reveal the influence of the electrolyte composition on oxide film growth rate. The growth rate tends to be higher in tungstate ( ~ 6 Å/V) compared with phosphate solution ( ~ 3 Å/V) as shown in Fig. 3, where it is observed that the oxide thickness varies linearly with the applied potential under the different conditions. Hence, increased temperature does not drastically affect the thickness of the films suggesting an increased etching of oxide species.

### 3.3. XPS analysis

In order to investigate in more detail the composition of the inner oxide film, XPS analysis was performed on the samples used for AES depth profile experiments, which were sputtered until the phosphorus-containing film region was revealed. The resultant O 1s, P 2p and In 3d_{5/2} spectra of the sample anodized for 5 min at 8 V in phosphate (\( T = 25 \) °C) are presented in Fig. 4. Various species are probably present in the phosphorus-rich layer including oxides like \( In_2O_3 \) and \( P_2O_5 \) and phos-
phosphate and polyphosphate compounds InPO$_4$, In(PO$_3$)$_3$ and In(PO$_y$)$_x$ [21] with $x$ approximately equal to 3 and $y$ in the range 3–5 [22]. Curve-fitting was performed using the binding energies of Hollinger et al. [4,23] and Faur et al. [24]. Curve-fitting of the In 3d$_{5/2}$ signal (Fig. 4a) reveals that the inner layer is composed of In(PO$_y$)$_x$, InPO$_4$ and/or In(PO$_3$)$_3$ and In$_2$O$_3$. As the peak related to InPO$_4$ and In(PO$_3$)$_3$ occurs at a similar energy it is not possible to specify if one or both species are present in the film. The yield corresponding to the latter two species is significantly greater than the yield from In$_2$O$_3$ and In(PO$_y$)$_x$, indicating that one or two of these species dominate. Curve-fitting of the P 2p peak (Fig. 4b) is consistent with the In 3d$_{5/2}$ data. Peaks corresponding to InPO$_4$ and In(PO$_3$)$_3$ and In(PO$_y$)$_x$ and/or P$_2$O$_5$ species are clearly identified. The relative yields indicate a large dominance of InPO$_4$ and In(PO$_3$)$_3$ over other phosphorus-containing species. Similarly, the curve-fitting of the O 1s peak (Fig. 4c) supports the significantly greater presence of InPO$_4$ and/or In(PO$_3$)$_3$. The contributions of In$_2$O$_3$ and In(PO$_y$)$_x$ and/or P$_2$O$_5$ are small. Fig. 5 shows the curve-fitting for the In 3d$_{5/2}$ peak for samples treated under different conditions (curve-fitting for other ele-

Fig. 3. Variation of oxide thickness with applied voltage. Anodic potential was applied for 5 min in 0.3 M NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ at 25 (a), 80 °C (b) (dashed lines) and in 0.1 M Na$_2$WO$_4$·2H$_2$O at 25 (c), 80 °C (d) (solid lines). Oxide thickness were determined from the sputter time in the AES profile when the oxygen signal fell to 50% sputter times were calibrated by TEM measurements of oxide thickness (cf. Fig. 7).

Fig. 4. Deconvoluted In 3d$_{5/2}$ (a) P 2p (b) and O 1s (c) XPS spectra of the oxide formed at 8 V (Ag/AgCl) for 5 min in 0.3 M NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ at 25 °C.

Fig. 5. Deconvoluted In 3d$_{5/2}$ XPS spectra of the oxides formed at 8 V (Ag/AgCl) for 5 min in 0.3 M NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ at 80 °C (a), in 0.1 M Na$_2$WO$_4$·2H$_2$O at 25 (b) and 80 °C (c).
ments are not shown but are consistent). The oxide formed in phosphate at 80 °C (Fig. 5a) shows a little more In(PO$_y$)$_x$ and In$_2$O$_3$ than at 25 °C (Fig. 4a). The oxide obtained in sodium tungstate solution at 25 °C (Fig. 5b) shows that InPO$_4$ and/or In(PO$_3$)$_3$ species are less predominant in the phosphorus-rich layer due to contributions from both In(PO$_y$)$_x$ and In$_2$O$_3$. The increased quantity of In$_2$O$_3$ is certainly due to a greater stability of the compound in this electrolyte. Indeed, according to the literature[25], In$_2$O$_3$ is thermodynamically stable at pH 8.2, therefore it can be formed easily in tungstate solution, particularly at 80 °C (Fig. 5c). Using phosphate (pH 4.4) at $T=25$ °C does not lead to stable In$_2$O$_3$, and therefore a smaller quantity is detected by XPS (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, the significant presence of In$_2$O$_3$ for oxide formed in tungstate could also be explained by the fact that adsorption of electrolyte compounds at the surface can play a role in determining the oxide film composition. It can be noted that tungsten-species (not shown) are observed in the outer regions of the film. Previous XPS work indicated that these species are present as (WO$_4$)$_2$ and/or WO$_3$ [17]. Consequently, it is assumed that in phosphate solution phosphorus-species adsorbed at the surface are able to be integrated into the oxide film and react with In species leading to an increased yield of polyphosphates and a decrease of In$_2$O$_3$.

The different concentrations of species can therefore be explained in terms of the stability and solubility of the compounds involved depending on both temperature and electrolyte composition. Indeed, the solubility of phosphate and polyphosphate is greater than oxide and increases with temperature. Phosphate and poly-phosphate species are more stable in phosphate solution at the different temperatures. In tungstate solution, In$_2$O$_3$ is more stable than phosphorus-containing species, which are likely easily removed. Furthermore, In$_2$O$_3$ is more stable at the higher temperature. Regarding anodic oxide growth, a film composed of units of In$_2$O$_3$ and P$_2$O$_5$, as pointed out previously [22,26] can be explained in terms of formation of anodic films on alloy substrates, developed for aluminum alloys [27]. Thus, indium and phosphorus are oxidized at the substrate–film interface to form In$^{3+}$ and P$^{5+}$ ions within an oxide composed of units of In$_2$O$_3$ and P$_2$O$_5$. The former ions are more mobile in the growing oxide film and hence, an outer layer of amorphous In$_2$O$_3$ develops above the inner layer by growth at the film–electrolyte interface. The inner layer is phosphorus-rich due to loss of the In$^{3+}$ ions to the outer layer. O$^{2−}$ ions migrate inward through the outer and inner amorphous layer, resulting in the formation of P$_2$O$_5$, InPO$_4$ and In(PO$_3$)$_3$ species at the substrate–film interface. The mechanism of oxidation is modeled in more detail in Ref. [22].

### 3.4. Oxide morphology

SEM examination of the anodic film formed at 8 V for 5 min in phosphate (25 °C) reveals a uniform

![AFM images in plan view of oxide formed at 8 V (Ag/AgCl) for 5 min in 0.3 M NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ at 25 °C (a), in 0.1 M Na$_2$WO$_4$.2H$_2$O at 80 °C (b), and of some island areas present in oxides formed in tungstate at 80 °C (c). The z-scale is 10 nm.](image-url)
texture and a relatively low roughness. Tapping-mode AFM (Fig. 6a) confirms that the typical feature sizes are in the 100 Å range and the root mean square (RMS) roughness is found to be \( \sim 3 \) Å. The coalescence of the oxide grains leads to a remarkably smooth film. Anodizing in tungstate (8 V, 80 °C) shows a less homogeneous texture due to the presence of particles (\( \sim 3000 \) Å diameter) and what appear to be islands dispersed through the continuous film. Fig. 6b shows the AFM image of the uniform area; typical grain sizes in the 400 Å range lead to a RMS roughness of \( \sim 4 \) Å. AES analysis performed in the different regions show the particles and islands to be composed of In, O and P and the homogeneous region to contain no phosphorus suggesting the formation of In\(_2\)O\(_3\). Fig. 6c shows the phase-mode AFM image of the islands which reveals that they are composed of grain sizes in the 400 Å range (the RMS roughness is \( \sim 70 \) Å). It should be noted that few islands are also observed on samples anodized in phosphate at 80 °C and in tungstate at 25 °C.

TEM cross sections confirm rougher surfaces for oxides formed in tungstate 80 °C (Fig. 7a). The rougher substrate–film interface would also suggest that oxide formed in tungstate at high temperature might have poor electrical properties. Fig. 7b shows the TEM image of oxide film formed in phosphate at 80 °C. Clearly the film appears more homogenous and smoother than the film formed in tungstate solution.

3.5. Electrical measurements

Electrical measurements were performed on MIS structures. Samples anodized in tungstate at 80 °C exhibited a high leakage current, likely the result of the low quality of the oxide–substrate interface leading to a high density of electronic traps combined with a large amount of conductive In\(_2\)O\(_3\). Anodic oxide (\( \sim 40 \) Å thick) formed in phosphate solution at 25 °C showed improved electrical properties. Fig. 8 shows the variation of the current density as a function of the gate bias. As shown in the inset, the current rises in a piecewise linear fashion between \( -1.6 \) and \( -3.7 \) V, characteristic of ionic or electronic ohmic conduction processes. At a gate potential of \( -4.5 \) V the current density rises rapidly to a value \( > 0.01 \) A/cm\(^2\). This corresponds to a high breakdown field \( E_b = 11 \) MV/cm. The observed current densities are sufficiently low to be useful for a number of electronic applications and are low enough to obtain the quasi-static capacitance by ramping the applied voltage from 2.5 to \( -2.5 \) V at a ramp rate of 0.1 V/s. For a film of thickness, \( d \), the measured insulator capacitance, \( C \), is related to the film dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon \), by the relation \( C/A = \varepsilon \varepsilon_0 d \), where \( A \) is the capacitor area and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of vacuum. Using the capacitance obtained at a potential of 1.5 V (in inversion where the leakage current is negligible) gives \( \varepsilon = 3.3 \).

This value is considerably lower than the value \( \varepsilon = 68 \) reported for indium oxide [28] and is also lower than expected for InPO\(_4\). This may be the result of some porosity within the film.

4. Conclusion

Thin anodic oxides (\( < 100 \) Å) were grown on p-InP (100) in phosphate solution (0.3 M NH\(_4\)H\(_2\)PO\(_4\)) and in sodium tungstate solution (0.1 M Na\(_2\)WO\(_4\)-2H\(_2\)O) at
different temperatures (25 and 80 °C). Surface-analytical techniques reveal that the oxide films are composed of a two-layer structure depending on the temperature and the composition of the electrolyte. Due to the film formation mechanism, which involves significant oxide dissolution, high temperature treatment does not lead to dramatically thicker films. It has been found that anodic oxides formed at 8 V for 5 min in tungstate at room temperature and 80 °C show an In2O3 outer layer, which is thicker at higher temperature. The texture and the composition of the films are non-uniform. XPS analysis confirms the predominance of In2O3, which increases with temperature. The dominance of In2O3 could be explained in terms of a greater mobility of indium species though the oxide film and/or a higher solubility of the different phosphorus-containing compounds involved. Oxides formed in phosphate under the same conditions reveal a slower oxide growth rate and a thinner outer layer not significantly varying with temperature. The texture as well as the composition of the films is more uniform and surface analysis shows a predominance of phosphate and polyphosphate species over In2O3, suggesting a higher stability of the phosphorus-containing compounds against dissolution. Improved electrical properties have been found for the oxide formed in phosphate because of the low amount of In2O3 combined with a higher stability of phosphorus-containing species.
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